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ABSTRACT: Classical molecular mechanics force ﬁelds
typically model interatomic electrostatic interactions with
point charges or multipole expansions, which can fail for
atoms in close contact due to the lack of a description of
penetration eﬀects between their electron clouds. These short-
range penetration eﬀects can be signiﬁcant and are essential for
accurate modeling of intermolecular interactions. In this work
we report parametrization of an empirical charge−charge
function previously reported (Piquemal, J.-P.; et al. J. Phys.
Chem. A 2003, 107, 10353) to correct for the missing
penetration term in standard molecular mechanics force ﬁelds.
For this purpose, we have developed a database (S101×7) of
101 unique molecular dimers, each at 7 diﬀerent intermolecular distances. Electrostatic, induction/polarization, repulsion, and
dispersion energies, as well as the total interaction energy for each complex in the database are calculated using the SAPT2+
method (Parker, T. M.; et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2014, 140, 094106). This empirical penetration model signiﬁcantly improves
agreement between point multipole and quantum mechanical electrostatic energies across the set of dimers and distances, while
using only a limited set of parameters for each chemical element. Given the simplicity and eﬀectiveness of the model, we expect
the electrostatic penetration correction will become a standard component of future molecular mechanics force ﬁelds.
■ INTRODUCTION
Electrostatic interactions comprise one of the principle
interatomic forces, along with exchange-repulsion, dispersion,
and polarization or induction. The importance of electrostatic
interactions is paramount at long range and for polar molecules.
Much development eﬀort has been focused on computational
treatment of long-range electrostatics, e.g., the development of
particle-meshed Ewald (PME) methods.1−7 Electrostatic
interactions at short range have received less consideration
until recently. At close distances, a spherical approximation of
atomic charge distributions is insuﬃciently accurate and use of
atomic multipole expansions provides much greater ﬂexibility in
modeling complex electrostatic potentials near a molecular
surface, an insight which inspired the development of the
AMOEBA force ﬁeld.6,8−10 Nonetheless, at very close
interatomic distances, when electron clouds overlap, a point
multipole approximation becomes inadequate. The electrostatic
potential within a spherical electron cloud no longer behaves as
a simple 1/r interaction potential at small separation distances.
Such deviation from a simple Coulomb potential is referred to
as a penetration eﬀect. While the charge penetration eﬀect leads
to a negative correction to energy at typical molecular
interaction distances, where the electron−electron penetration
is dominant, it can be repulsive at very short range.11 A recent
study by Lewis and co-workers reported the counterintuitive
result that any ring substitutions of the benzene dimer
(parallel) with electron-withdrawing or electron-donating
groups yield more favorable electrostatic contributions than
the unsubstituted benzene−benzene dimer itself.12 This result
is contrary to the conventional thought that such interactions
are correlated with the ability to withdraw or donate electrons
to the π cloud as described by the Hunter−Sanders rules.13
Sherrill and co-workers suggested this is because the electro-
static interactions in such systems at the π−π stacking distance
exhibit a signiﬁcant charge penetration eﬀect. The multipole
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model, which the Hunter−Sanders rules are based upon,
cannot correctly account for such eﬀects.14 Moreover, in a
recent study of aromatic crystals, a charge penetration corrected
AMOEBA-like model predicted better crystal properties than
the uncorrected model.15 It was shown that point atomic
multipoles consistently predict positive (repulsive) electrostatic
interactions between stacked or T-shaped benzene dimers while
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT)16 suggests an
opposite trend toward attractive interactions. The current
AMOEBA force ﬁeld seemingly compensates for penetration
with a less repulsive van der Waals interaction, so the total
interaction energy is reasonable at certain dimer conﬁgurations.
However, explicit incorporation of the penetration eﬀect
provides much better anisotropy in crystal packing and makes
the overall force ﬁeld more transferable. In another study of
organochlorine compounds using the AMOEBA model, it was
found that the transferability of chlorine van der Waals
parameters was unsatisfactory, likely due to lack of an explicit
penetration correction.17
There have been previous attempts to incorporate the charge
penetration eﬀect into implicit solvent models,18−20 multipole-
based electrostatic models,21−27 charge-density-based (includ-
ing Gaussian multipole) models,15,28−30 and combined
quantum and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) models.26,30−34
Generally, the charge penetration correction involves breaking
the atom-centered point charge into an eﬀective core and a
valence electron density, as suggested by Gordon et al.21 and
Piquemal et al.22 In this way, the electrostatic interaction
between two atoms is described as a sum of interactions
between core and valence charge densities, which can be
modeled with empirical exponential functions. Alternatively,
rigorous integration over the two charge densities can be used
to model short-range electrostatic interactions,15,28,29 with a
signiﬁcantly greater expenditure of computational eﬀort. Others
have explored incorporating charge penetration eﬀects into the
QM/MM framework, using either screened molecular
mechanics (MM) charges26,31−33 or simple empirical damping
corrections.34 Such screened MM charges are typically
parametrized for QM/MM applications and may be not
directly applicable in full MM calculations, e.g., to reproduce
the attractive SAPT electrostatic energy in a stacked benzene−
benzene conformation, unless an explicit term for interactions
of the valence charge densities is included, as in the model
recently proposed by Wang and Truhlar.30
In this study, the charge−charge penetration electrostatic
model of Piquemal et al.22 is revisited, implemented, and
extensively tested in the context of the AMOEBA force ﬁeld
and using a new parametrization strategy. The charge
penetration corrected AMOEBA point multipole model
(multipoles + CP) is developed using a comprehensive set of
small molecule complexes, and the parameters are determined
for H, C, N, O, P, S, F, Cl, and Br to cover the elements
commonly found in organic and biological molecules. To
facilitate model development in this and future studies, a new
database of SAPT2+35,36 decomposed quantum mechanical
energies constructed for 101 small molecule pairs, each at 7
diﬀerent intermolecular distances (the S101×7 database), is
presented.
■ METHODS
S101 and S101×7 Databases. In order to systematically
examine the electrostatic and other components of intermo-
lecular forces, the S101 and S101×7 databases of homo- and
heterodimers of common organic molecules have been
constructed. The S101 database contains 101 unique molecule
pairs (Figure 1). The ﬁrst 66 pairs, which cover the majority of
the typical organic interactions of H, C, N, and O atoms, are
taken from the S66 database from Hobza et al.37 In addition, 15
complexes containing halogen atoms (F, Cl, and Br), six
complexes containing sulfur, and four complexes containing
phosphorus have been added. Furthermore, 10 monomer−
water complexes, which encompass amino acid side chain
analogs (including the charged ones) missing in the S66 data
set, have also been added, yielding a total of 101 pairs. To
construct the S101×7 database, deﬁnitions of the intermo-
lecular distance vectors from the S66×8 database of Hobza et
al.37 were used. Unlike S66×8, each of the 101 model
complexes were placed at seven separation distances,
corresponding to 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10
times the equilibrium intermolecular distances. Compared
against the S66×8 database, the S101×7 set includes more
dimer conﬁgurations at very short separations, which have been
rarely investigated but are essential to the study of penetration
eﬀects and exchange−repulsion interactions. We have selected
0.7 times the equilibrium distance as the lower bound because
the SAPT calculations below show that at this close distance
the electrostatic energy is about 50% of the exchange−
repulsion energy or higher; i.e., both electrostatic and van der
Waals (vdW) components are important in the total interaction
energy. As these short distances are being sampled in molecular
dynamics simulations at room temperature and even more so at
higher temperatures, their contributions to the simulated bulk
properties are nonnegligible. Thus, it is essential to ensure the
charge penetration model behaves correctly at these short
distances.
Figure 1. Schematic view of monomers and dimers in the S101 data
set. The arrows connect two molecules that form a dimer; “/2”
represents the existence of a homo dimer; “/+” indicates both neutral
and ionized molecules are included. Diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the
same dimers, e.g., MeNH2−water, phenol−water, benzene−benzene,
and MeCl−MeCl, are included in the data set to take into account the
orientational eﬀect.
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The newly added structures among the 101 complexes were
optimized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory with counter-
poise correction using the Gaussian09 program.38 For each of
the resulting 707 dimer conﬁgurations, the interaction energy
has been decomposed using SAPT2+ analysis35,36 provided by
the PSI4 program.39 The SAPT2+ calculation returns electro-
static, exchange−repulsion, induction, and dispersion energies,
all to second order with respect to intramolecular electron
correlation. Exact deﬁnitions of each component can be found
in Figure 1 of Sherrill et al.36 It should be noted that dispersion
energy can only be separated from other eﬀects in long range
when two molecules do not overlap. Thus, at van der Waals
distances, it may be more appropriately to refer to this as
“dispersion-like” or “damped dispersion” energy. This should
be kept in mind even though for simplicity the term
“dispersion” is used throughout the discussion. All SAPT
calculations were carried out using Dunning’s correlation
consistent basis sets40,41 at both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-
pVTZ levels. The complete basis set (CBS) limits of the
SAPT2+ energies were also estimated. (Data can be found in
the Supporting Information)
CBS Extrapolation Scheme. A two-point extrapolation
strategy has been used to estimate the complete basis set limit
of the exchange−repulsion and dispersion energy at the
SAPT2+ level of theory. This is similar to Helgaker’s scheme42
but with an optimized p value (eq 1). Such a protocol has
previously been applied to extrapolate the dispersion energy of















Diﬀerent p values, 3.0 for exchange−repulsion and 4.3 for
dispersion energy, were obtained using the small pairs and
subsequently applied for extrapolation over the full S101×7
database.
Scaling of the SAPT2+/CBS Dispersion Energy. Since
the truncated terms in the SAPT2+ dispersion energy make a
considerable contribution to the total interaction energy,
dispersion energies obtained at the SAPT2+/CBS level are
scaled by a factor f in order to match the SAPT total interaction
energy to those obtained at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory
(eq 2).
= | − + |‐ + +S E E E f( )totalCCSD(T)/CBS non dispSAPT2 /CBS dispSAPT2 /CBS (2)
By minimizing eq 2 using the 66 pairs in the S66 data set, a
scale factor of f = 0.89 has been determined and used to
construct the S101×7 database.
Modiﬁed Charge−Charge Interaction. In order to
model the charge penetration eﬀect, the method of Piquemal
et al.22 is revisited. Their original model corrects the charge−
charge and charge−dipole interactions. Here, we propose to
retain the charge−charge correction only. As a result, each
atomic point charge is divided into an eﬀective core and a
damped valence electron distribution. Thus, the electrostatic
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where r is the interatomic distance; Z is the positive eﬀective
core charge, which is set to be equal to the number of valence
electrons of each atom; q is the net charge of the atom, thus (Z
− q) can be considered as the magnitude of the (negatively
charged) electron cloud; and α and β are two parameters
controlling the magnitude of the damping of the electron cloud
when the atom is interacting with the core and with electrons
from other atoms, respectively. Thus, the total electrostatic
energy between two atoms now involves three components, the
core−core, core−electron, and electron−electron interactions.
Two methods have been explored to determine the α
parameter values. The ﬁrst method involves ﬁtting the damped
potential to the QM electrostatic potential at short range, near
or within the molecular surface. By considering a probe charge
of +1e as a particle with an eﬀective core charge of +1e and
having no valence electrons, (Z2 − q2) becomes zero. Thus, the
electrostatic potential can be written as
α= − − − −V r Z Z q r r( ) [ ( )(1 exp( ))]/q 1 1 1 1 (4)
Once Z and q are determined, α can be obtained easily by
ﬁtting eq 4 to the QM electrostatic potential.
In the second method, α is intuitively set to be the same as
the number of valence electrons (except the hydrogen atom):
α = Zmax{ , 2} (5)
When Z and β are ﬁxed in eq 3, the electrostatic energy is
more attractive when α is greater. This is in accordance with the
intuition that atoms having a larger electron cloud may exhibit a
stronger penetration eﬀect. Although the ﬁnal parameters for
H, C, N, O, P, S, F, Cl, and Br were derived based on the
second method, the performance of both methods is examined
for H, C, N, and O containing molecules in later sections.
As the distance between two atoms increases, eq 3 will
reduce to the classical Coulomb charge−charge interaction
(q1q2/r). Thus, the electrostatic interaction at medium and long
distances can still be accurately modeled via a multipole
expansion, as the penetration correction diminishes rapidly with
distance. As the data will show, the penetration correction is
only signiﬁcant when atomic separation is shorter than the sum
of atomic van der Waals radii and thus does not aﬀect the
reciprocal space portion of an Ewald summation approach such
as particle mesh Ewald (PME). In addition, to ensure the
continuity between the real and reciprocal space, a switching
function is used near the real space Ewald cutoﬀ distance
(typically 7 Å for atomic multipole PME) to ensure the























































where r is the interatomic distance and rl and ru are the lower
and upper bounds of the switching function.
Derivation of Atomic Point Multipole Moments. The
permanent electrostatic energy in the AMOEBA force ﬁeld
includes through quadrupole−quadrupole interactions. Follow-
ing previously detailed procedures,9,10,44 an initial set of atomic
multipole moments for each molecule was obtained from
distributed multipole analysis (DMA)45 at the MP2/6-311G**
level of theory. Then the dipole and quadrupole moments were
further optimized by ﬁtting to the electrostatic potential
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calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. This procedure is
automated for organic molecules by the Poltype program.44
The same strategy has been used in developing the AMOEBA
force ﬁeld for small molecules,9 proteins,10 and organo-
chloroine compounds17 previously. With the addition of the
penetration correction described here, monopole−monopole
(charge−charge) interactions are calculated using eq 3 while all
other terms in the AMOEBA retain their original form. The
SAPT and AMOEBA multipole based intermolecular inter-
action energies were compared on exactly the same dimer
structures.
Parametrization of the Penetration Model. Since H, C,
N, and O are the most common elements in organics and
biomolecules, their parameters were determined ﬁrst within the
new charge penetration formalism. A training set of 35×7
molecule pairs was used, consisting of 15×7 pairs of hydrogen-
bonded complexes, 12×7 pairs of dispersion-dominant
complexes, and 8×7 pairs with mixed features of both. The
initial parameter searching was done using a divide and conquer
approach. For example, an initial set of parameters for sp3 or sp2
carbon, nonpolar hydrogen, and hydrogen attached to sp2 C
were obtained by selecting a smaller number of pairs (e.g., 8×7)
from the dispersion-dominant and mixed complexes. Similarly,
other parameters such as those for sp3 oxygen and polar
hydrogen were obtained initially from water dimers. Systematic
scanning is feasible for determination of a small number of
parameters. Then, one or more sets of initial parameters for all
H, C, N, and O atom types were optimized together using the
entire training set. Once the parameters for these four elements
were ﬁnalized, further parametrization for P, S, F, Cl, and Br
was carried out using the subsets in S101×7. In each of these
subsets, an 80/20 ratio for the training and testing complexes
was maintained to ensure a suﬃcient amount of data points for
each atom type. An optimization program written in Python,
using the quasi-Newton and Nelder−Mead simplex methods
from the SciPy library, was applied to all of the parametrization
work. The ﬁrst derivative of the sum of unsigned errors with
respect to each parameter was calculated numerically.
■ RESULTS
Convergence of the SAPT2+ Energy toward Basis Set
Limit. In order to examine the convergence of the SAPT2+
energy toward the basis set limit, ﬁve small molecule pairs were
selected and calculated using the aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D, T, Q, or
5, abbreviated as aXZ in the following paragraphs) basis sets.
The ﬁve pairs are water−water, water−methanol, water−
methylamine, ethyne−ethyne (T-shaped), and ethyne−water
(CH···O). The energy diﬀerence between diﬀerent aXZ (X =
D, T, Q, and 5) basis sets for the total interaction energy and
each energy component, including electrostatic, induction,
exchange−repulsion, and dispersion energy, are compared. In
general, a steady decrease in the energy gaps between aDZ−
aTZ, aTZ−aQZ, and aQZ−a5Z can be observed (Table 1).
The diﬀerence between aQZ and a5Z basis sets of all of the
energy components as well as the total interaction energy are
already well below 0.05 kcal/mol. In particular, the diﬀerences
in electrostatic and induction energies are even smaller, at 0.003
and 0.005 kcal/mol, respectively. This implies that the
diﬀerence between a5Z and a bigger basis set, e.g., a6Z, should
be even smaller and negligible. Therefore, the results obtained
using the a5Z basis set were used to approximate the complete
basis set limit.
Since SAPT2+ calculations are computationally expensive,
the practical size of the basis set has been limited to aug-cc-
pVTZ for most molecule pairs in the S101 database. To obtain
an estimate of the SAPT2+ energy at the CBS limit,
extrapolation thus is necessary. As shown in Figure 2, the
electrostatic and induction energy components converge
quickly to the CBS limit (approximated by a5Z results). The
mean unsigned errors between aTZ and a5Z of ﬁve pairs are
0.018 and 0.010 kcal/mol for the two components, respectively.
Therefore, for electrostatic and induction energies, the results
obtained with the aTZ basis set are considered a reasonable
approximation of the CBS limit. For exchange−repulsion and
dispersion energy, a two-point scheme was applied to
extrapolate the energy calculated at aDZ and aTZ to the CBS
limit.
SAPT2+ Estimation of the CBS Limit. As mentioned in
the previous section, diﬀerent energy components converge at
diﬀerent rates with respect to the basis set size. Electrostatic
and induction energies calculated using the aTZ basis set are
suﬃciently converged, while the exchange−repulsion and
dispersion energy terms are not. Thus, a two-point extrap-
olation scheme is used to extrapolate the exchange−repulsion
and dispersion energy at aTZ basis set to the complete basis set
limit. The extrapolated dispersion energy is further scaled by a
factor of 0.89 to compensate for higher order dispersion terms
missing in the SAPT2+ approach (refer to Methods for details
of the extrapolation and scale factor determination). Then the
total SAPT2+ interaction energy is obtained by summing up
the individual energy components. Finally, the quality of the
SAPT2+ interaction energy at diﬀerent basis set levels was
examined by comparing with the CCSD(T)/CBS interaction
energy of the S66 data set (Figure 3).37 In general, the
SAPT2+/CBS estimates with scaled dispersion energy (which
will be referred to as SAPT2+/CBS/scaled to distinguish from
the SAPT2+/CBS values without scaling) have the smallest
mean unsigned error (MUE) among tested combinations, given
MUE values of 0.16, 0.68, 0.47, and 0.17 kcal/mol (and RMSE
of 0.25, 0.80, 0.56, and 0.21 kcal/mol) for SAPT2+/CBS/
scaled, SAPT2+/CBS, SAPT2+/aTZ, and SAPT2+/aDZ,
respectively. It is not surprising that the SAPT2+/aDZ
combination yields very reasonable total interaction energy as
this is consistent with a previous report.36 However, the small
error in the total interaction energy of SAPT2+/aDZ is due to
the error cancellation of individual energy components. To best
estimate individual energy components, SAPT2+/CBS/scaled
results remain the most accurate choice in this study. However,
for the larger systems where aug-cc-pVTZ calculations are not
practical, SAPT2+/aDZ may be considered as an alternative.
For all 707 pairs in the S101×7 database reported in this study,
the same strategy (SAPT2+/CBS/scaled) is applied to calculate
the individual energy components. All SAPT data can be
accessed from Table S4 of the Supporting Information.
Table 1. Average Unsigned Diﬀerences between Energy
Calculated at Diﬀerent SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D, T, Q,
and 5) Levels of Theory
MUE (kcal/mol)
electrostatic induction exch−repul dispersion total
aDZ − aTZ 0.076 0.010 0.213 0.237 0.382
aTZ − aQZ 0.016 0.005 0.091 0.047 0.140
aQZ − a5Z 0.003 0.005 0.036 0.011 0.043
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Short-Range Electrostatic Interactions. The electrostatic
interaction energy due to AMOEBA point multipoles as well as
the charge penetration correction (multipoles + CP) are
calculated and compared with SAPT2+ data for the S101×7
data set (excluding 7×7 complexes containing an ethyne
molecule due to a lack of AMOEBA parameters) (Supporting
Information Table S3). In our current model, the parameters Z
and α for each atom are uniquely determined by the element
type. Z is the number of valence electron. α is set equal to Z, or
if Z is less than 2, then α is set to 2. The only parameter to be
determined for the penetration correction is β in eq 3. For each
of the H, C, N, and O elements, three atom types are used for β
(Table 2). Hydrogen atoms are divided into nonpolar,
aromatic, and polar hydrogens. Carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
all have three β values representing sp3, sp2, and aromatic cases.
For sulfur, distinct β values are used for sulﬁde and sulfur IV,
while P, F, Cl, and Br have only a single β value per element in
current parametrization.
In general, after ﬁtting of β parameters, the new electrostatic
model with charge penetration correction shows excellent
agreement with the SAPT2+ results (Figure 4). Taking the
valence-α parameter set as an example, for dimers near the
equilibrium distances (Rmin), i.e., 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10
of Rmin, the mean unsigned error (MUE) of the original point
multipoles is 3.16 kcal/mol, which is reduced about 5-fold to
0.57 kcal/mol after inclusion of the charge penetration
correction (Table 3). For the dimers at very short separation,
i.e., 0.70 and 0.80 of Rmin, the MUEs for the corrected and
Figure 2. Diﬀerence between the SAPT2+ energy components calculated using aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D, T, and Q) basis set with the value obtained
using aug-cc-pV5Z.
Figure 3. Errors of SAPT2+ interaction energy compared to
CCSD(T)/CBS estimation37 for dimers in the S66 data set.
SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVDZ energy is shown in solid circles, SAPT2+/
CBS is shown in triangles, and SAPT2+/CBS/scaled is shown in
hollow circles.
Table 2. Two Sets of Charge Penetration Parameters for H,
C, N, O, P, S, F, Cl, and Br
valence-α set ﬁtted-α set
atom type Z α (Å−1) β (Å−1) α (Å−1) β (Å−1)
H (nonpolar) 1 2.0 1.999 3.3 2.924
H (aromatic) 1 2.0 2.010 3.3 3.064
H (polar, water) 1 2.0 2.004 3.3 3.178
C (sp3) 4 4.0 2.646 3.8 2.934
C (aromatic) 4 4.0 2.708 3.8 2.764
C (sp2) 4 4.0 2.685 3.8 2.673
N (sp3) 5 5.0 3.097 3.1 2.790
N (aromatic) 5 5.0 3.072 3.1 2.784
N (sp2) 5 5.0 3.054 3.1 2.761
O (sp3, hydroxyl, water) 6 6.0 3.661 3.5 3.131
O (aromatic) 6 6.0 4.282 3.5 3.188
O (sp2, carbonyl) 6 6.0 4.469 3.5 3.213
P (phosphate) 5 5.0 2.360 2.4 2.603
S (sulﬁde, e.g., R−SH) 6 6.0 2.770 2.6 2.382
S (sulfur IV, e.g., DMSO) 6 6.0 2.381 2.6 2.230
F (organoﬂuorine) 7 7.0 4.275 4.2 4.030
Cl (organochloride) 7 7.0 2.830 3.0 2.594
Br (organobromine) 7 7.0 2.564 2.7 2.336
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uncorrected electrostatic energy are 3.28 and 19.16 kcal/mol,
respectively. As shown in Figure 4, it is striking that point-
multipole-based electrostatic energy alone yields very large
errors for dimers in close contact, and the simple charge
penetration correction applied here is able to systematically
improve agreement with SAPT-derived electrostatics. Based
upon the mean unsigned errors, the charge penetration
corrected model results in a percentage error of 13.6% and
13.4% at near-equilibrium and very short separations,
respectively. In contrast, the uncorrected model has errors of
53% and 69% for these same two distance ranges. It is clear the
charge penetration corrected model not only reduces the
magnitude of absolute and relative errors compared to SAPT
but also provides consistent performance over a range of
distances. In the uncorrected model, the percentage of error at
very short distances is larger than at near-equilibrium distances,
due to the increased eﬀect of short-ranged charge penetration.
For S66 dimers at near-equilibrium separations and using
uncorrected AMOEBA multipoles, the hydrogen-bonded
complexes exhibit the largest mean unsigned error of 4.41
kcal/mol, compared to MUEs of 3.08 and 2.08 kcal/mol for
dispersion-dominant and mixed complexes (Table 4). This is
not surprising since the hydrogen-bonded complexes generally
have the strongest electrostatic interactions. However, in terms
of relative errors, the dispersion-dominant complexes carry the
largest error at 105%, while the hydrogen-bonded and mixed
complexes have the mean percentage of errors of 30% and 58%,
respectively. It is somewhat surprising the dispersion-dominant
complexes have such absolute and relative errors, as they are
normally considered to have the weakest electrostatic
interaction among the three types.
Figure 4. Plots of multipole electrostatic energy (kcal/mol) against the reference SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation for (A) near-equilibrium (0.90,
0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10) complexes taken from the S101×7 data set, (B) expanded plot of the boxed region in A, and (C) short-range (0.70 and
0.80) complexes in the S101×7 data set. The uncorrected AMOEBA point multipole energy (multipoles only) is shown in red circles, and the charge
penetration corrected point multipole energies using the valence-α parameter set (multipoles + CP) are denoted by blue crosses.
Table 3. Diﬀerences between AMOEBA Electrostatic
Energies, Either with or without Charge Penetration
Correction, Compared against SAPT2+/CBS/Scaled










MUE 3.16 0.57 0.72
MSE 3.16 −0.04 −0.17
RMSE 4.35 0.83 1.04
% error 52.7% 13.6% 16.5%
R (0.70−0.80)
(94×2 pairs)
MUE 19.16 3.28 2.84
MSE 19.16 −0.15 0.46
RMSE 24.17 4.63 4.36
% error 69.3% 13.4% 10.8%
all distance
(94×7 pairs)
MUE 7.73 1.35 1.33
MSE 7.73 −0.07 0.01
RMSE 13.43 2.57 2.49
% error 57.4% 13.6% 14.9%
aCharge penetration corrected model using the valence-α parameter
set. bCharge penetration corrected model using the ﬁtted-α parameter
set.
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To help understand why dispersion-dominant complexes
have such large relative errors, the electrostatic energies of
benzene dimers and π−π stacked and T-shaped complexes, as
well as hydrogen-bonded water dimers, are shown in Figure 5.
For the uncorrected AMOEBA model, the calculated electro-
static energy is positive for the π−π benzene pairs yet QM
calculations suggest the interaction is attractive with a negative
electrostatic energy. Taking the electrostatic energy for this pair
at the equilibrium distance as an example, the SAPT2+/CBS/
scaled calculation yields a value of −2.6 kcal/mol, while the
uncorrected AMOEBA multipoles give +1.0 kcal/mol, an error
of 3.6 kcal/mol or 138%. For the T-shaped benzene dimer, the
SAPT2+/CBS/scaled and the uncorrected AMOEBA multi-
poles have values of −2.2 and −0.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The
unsigned error is 1.8 kcal/mol or 82% of the SAPT values, both
somewhat less than for the π−π complex. These ﬁndings are
consistent with the previous study by Taﬁpolsky and Engels.15
In contrast, although the hydrogen-bonded water dimer has the
larger electrostatic energy of −7.2 kcal/mol, the uncorrected
model has an unsigned error of 1.6 kcal/mol and a relative error
of only 22%. This trend is in accordance with the averaged
errors reported in Table 4 and suggests the electrostatic
interaction in dispersion-dominant complexes is the most
charge penetration dependent. This might be explained by two
eﬀects. First, in the nonpolar molecules, the electron
distribution is more “balanced”; i.e., there is more electron
density on the hydrogen atoms, hence a stronger penetration
eﬀect for hydrogens. Second, in the stacked benzene dimer,
interactions between heavier atoms, carbon−carbon for
example, suﬀer stronger charge penetration eﬀect, thus weight
more in electrostatic energy. For hydrogen-bonded pairs,
although the percentage of error is relatively low for the
uncorrected atomic multipoles, the absolute error remains
signiﬁcant. Therefore, a correction is still necessary in order to
achieve better accuracy in the force ﬁeld. It is notable that, after
the charge penetration correction, the mean unsigned errors of
all three types of complexes are reduced to 0.5−0.6 kcal/mol
near the equilibrium distances, which is approaching the
possible error of the QM calculation itself.
Alternative Way To Derive the α Parameter. As
mentioned in Methods, an alternative way to derive the α
parameter is to ﬁt the penetration-damped electrostatic
potential (eq 4) to the target QM values. An attempt to use
this ﬁtting strategy has been also made, and the resulting
parameters have been compared. The parametrization of α is
restricted to a single unique value for each element type, as
Table 4. Electrostatic Energy (kcal/mol) in Diﬀerent Interaction Types of the S66 Complexes at the Near-Equilibrium (0.90−
1.10) Distances in the S101×7 Data Set
multipoles only multipoles + CPa multipoles + CPb
S66 set MUE % error MUE % error MUE % error
hydrogen-bonded 4.41 30.5 0.50 3.5 0.47 3.3
dispersion-dominant 3.08 105.3 0.53 23.2 0.69 26.7
mixed 2.08 58.4 0.61 18.7 0.74 23.6
aCharge penetration corrected model using the valence-α parameter set. bCharge penetration corrected model using the ﬁtted-α parameter set.
Figure 5. Plots of the electrostatic energy proﬁles of water−water and benzene−benzene dimer complexes. The valence-α parameter set was used in
calculations of the charge penetration corrected model (multipoles + CP). The vertical line indicates the equilibrium distance.
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before. A brute force scanning of the parameter using a grid size
of 0.1 Å−1 was used to search for the global minimum since the
α parameter is less sensitive than β. All 13 monomers
(excluding ethyne) in the S66 data set were used in ﬁtting of
the α for H, C, N, and O elements. Then β parameters were
determined as before with α values ﬁxed to their potential-ﬁtted
values. The penetration parameter set obtained this way will be
referred to as the ﬁtted-α set, while the parameter set with α
based on eq 5 will be referred as the valence-α set. With the
ﬁtted-α parameters, the RMSE of the electrostatic potential of
the 13 monomers calculated using eq 4 is greatly reduced to
0.07 kcal/mol, compared to an RMSE of 0.95 kcal/mol for the
valence-α (see Supporting Information Table S2).
The performance of the two sets of parameters has been
compared using the S101 data set. The overall performance of
the two parameter sets is very similar to mean unsigned errors
of 1.35 and 1.33 kcal/mol for the valence- and ﬁtted-α sets,
respectively (Table 3). For near-equilibrium pairs, the valence-
α set has a marginally better MUE of 0.57 kcal/mol against 0.72
kcal/mol for the ﬁtted-α set. For short-ranged pairs, the ﬁtted-α
set with a MUE of 2.84 kcal/mol yet is slightly better than a
MUE of 3.28 kcal/mol of the valence-α set. Similar trends in
RMSEs of the two sets of parameters are also observed.
However, the valence-α parameter set tends to have more
balanced performances for hydrogen-bonded, dispersion-
dominant, and mixed complexes, giving the MUEs of 0.50,
0.53, and 0.61 kcal/mol for the three groups, respectively
(Table 4). In contrast, the ﬁtted-α set, with a MUE of 0.47
kcal/mol for the hydrogen-bonded complexes, shows subtly
better agreement with SAPT results yet has slightly worse
performances for the aromatic compounds. The MUEs of the
dispersion-dominant and mixed complexes are 0.69 and 0.74
kcal/mol, respectively (electrostatic energy of individual pairs
can be found in Table S3 in the Supporting Information).
Nonetheless, the two sets of parameters all have excellent
agreement with the SAPT results for the whole S101×7
database, while the ﬁtted-α set yields better electrostatic
potential than the valence-α set.
The charge penetration model also exhibited good trans-
ferability during the ﬁtting of β parameters. Although three
atom types are used for H, C, N, and O in the current
parametrization, restriction to a single β for each element also
results in reasonable accuracy. Simply applying the arithmetic
mean of the three β parameters in valence-α parameter set for
each element (Supporting Information Table S1) increases the
MUE by only 0.1 to 0.65 kcal/mol for the near-equilibrium
pairs in the S66 set (Table 5). For pairs with shorter distances,
the MUE increases by 0.8 to 3.52 kcal/mol in the same set.
Only marginal improvements in MUEs were found after
optimizing the β parameters for each element starting from the
averaged value. We believe this demonstrates the robustness
and transferability of the charge penetration correction and the
parametrization strategy. For the purpose of retaining ﬂexibility,
we recommend the use of three atom types for each of the H,
C, N, and O elements in our ﬁnal model.
■ CONCLUSION
The charge penetration eﬀect is usually overlooked in
molecular mechanical models and traditional force ﬁelds. Our
results show that DMA-derived point multipoles systematically
underestimate the SAPT electrostatic interaction energy at
typical molecular interaction distances based on the 101×7
dimers studied here (see the Supporting Information). An
exponential damping function providing a simple charge−
charge penetration model suitable for force ﬁeld incorporation
has been revisited, along with a new parametrization strategy.
The S101×7 SAPT-decomposed quantum mechanical energy
database is developed as a reference for parameter training and
for use in future force ﬁeld comparison. The database is an
extension of the S66 and S66×8 data set previously developed
by Hobza and co-workers,37 with additional prototype
molecular complexes. The decomposed energies are calculated
at the SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, with exchange−
repulsion and dispersion components extrapolated to the
complete basis set limit. The dispersion energy is further scaled
to compensate for missing higher order terms in the SAPT2+
method. The total SAPT interaction energy is in excellent
agreement with CCSD(T)/CBS results, which are currently
considered to be the “gold standard” for estimation of
intermolecular interactions, with a mean unsigned error of
0.16 kcal/mol for the S66 data set. Thus, the SAPT results
should provide a reliable reference for force ﬁeld development.
By replacing the idealized charge−charge (Coulomb)
interaction with the charge penetration corrected model (eq
3) in the AMOEBA framework, the accuracy of calculated
electrostatic energies for the S101×7 database is improved by 5-
fold. For the ﬁve distance pairs near the equilibrium distances
(i.e., 0.90−1.10 times the equilibrium distance), the mean
unsigned error of the charge penetration corrected and
uncorrected point multipole models are 0.57 and 3.16 kcal/
mol, respectively; for the extremely close distance separations
(i.e., 0.70 and 0.80 times the equilibrium distance), the mean
unsigned errors of the two models are 3.28 and 19.16 kcal/mol,
respectively. The improvement for the corrected model is
signiﬁcant and shows a consistent agreement with the quantum
mechanics data at both long and short distances. The
Table 5. Comparison of the Two Sets of Parameters, Valence-α and Fitted-α, for H, C, N, and O Containing Molecules in S66
Complexesa
S66 set statistics (kcal/mol) multipoles only valence-α ﬁtted-α valence-α; single β per element
R (0.90−1.10) (59×5 pairs) MUE 3.34 0.54 0.62 0.65
MSE 3.34 −0.04 −0.19 −0.00
RMSE 4.45 0.74 0.83 0.88
R (0.70−0.80) (59×2 pairs) MUE 21.34 2.72 2.39 3.52
MSE 21.34 −0.10 0.41 −0.19
RMSE 26.84 3.80 3.92 4.40
all distances (59×7 pairs) MUE 8.48 1.16 1.12 1.47
MSE 8.48 −0.06 −0.02 −0.06
RMSE 14.83 2.13 2.21 2.47
aAn additional set of parameters which has a unique β for each element is also presented.
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robustness and transferability of this model is also reﬂected in
the use of very limited (element-based) parameters. The charge
penetration correction is short-ranged and rapidly converges to
the classical Coulomb interaction beyond 6−7 Å. Thus, it can
be completely incorporated into the real space of Ewald
summation without any additional computational cost in
reciprocal space. Because simulations including penetration
correction are clearly feasible, there is ongoing work dedicated
to the optimization of parallel scaling the coupled penetration/
smooth particle mesh Ewald approach. In addition, higher
order penetration corrections (charge−dipole and charge−
quadrupole penetration) are also possible and have been
implemented in models such as SIBFA.46 Nonetheless, the
simple empirical charge penetration model presented in this
work provides us with an eﬃcient approach to achieve accurate
electrostatic energy that is systematically modeled after SAPT
quantum mechanical energy decomposition. The change in the
electrostatic component requires re-examination of the van der
Waals interaction to arrive at a balanced representation of the
total energy. Overall we expect this improvement in the
electrostatic component will alleviate the need for error
compensation via other components and lead to more balanced
and transferable potential energy functions in general. The
comprehensive SAPT database we developed in this work will
also be useful for many others who are interested in




Tables listing unique α and β for each element, RMSEs of the
electrostatic potential on the grid compared to MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ calculation, interaction energies, and decomposed
interaction energies. The Supporting Information is available
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■ ABBREVIATIONS
CBS, complete basis set; DMA, distributed multipole analysis;
MSE, mean signed error; MUE, mean unsigned error; PME,
particle mesh Ewald; QM/MM, combined quantum and
molecular mechanics method; RMSE, root-mean-square error;
SAPT, symmetry-adapted perturbation theory
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